[Transpositional bursts and chromosome rearrangements in unstable lines of Drosophila].
The phenomenon of transpositional bursts-massive simultaneous transpositions of mobile elements belonging to different structural classes and accompanied by multiple mutagenesis were earlier described. Although the mechanisms of this phenomenon are still unclear, it is obvious now that it embraces total genome and includes not only transpositions of different mobile elements but also recombination processes--homologous recombination for LTR's and gene conversion. It is shown in this work that transpositional bursts may be accompanied by appearance of grass chromosomal rearrangements. The chain of closely related mutations which is characterized, as well as pedigrees described earlier, by coordinated mutational transitions and multiple transpositions of mdg1, mdg2 and retrotransposon jokey was analyzed. Spontaneous appearance of mutations in the loci yellow, white (deficiency for 462 kb) and cut (insertion of mdg4, together with jokey) correlates with appearance of inversion In(I), 14A-20B, and the reversions of these mutations to the wild type (y+w+ct+) or to other alleles (ctMR2--insertion of mdg4 without jokey) are accompanied by reversions of inversion. The relationship of all lines analyzed in this work as well as the lines from other pedigrees was proved using analysis of polymorphic restriction sites at the scute and cut loci (5 probes were used). All "y w ctpN"--type mutants are shown to have insertion of about 7 kb at the scute locus which causes no alteration of phenotype. This once again proves multiple and coordinated character of changes taking place during hybrid dysgenesis.